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in addition to the full hd 1920 x 1080 video mode, the a390 can capture still images at up to 14
megapixels in size, and has a dynamic range optimiser (d.r.o.) mode that can be engaged to improve

the camera's ability to capture images with a wide range of contrast. this means that the a390
should be capable of taking much better low light shots than many other camera types. despite its

new shape, the a390 still has a familiar feel to it, thanks to its'shake-free' mechanism that allows the
camera to automatically correct for hand shake when taking photos. the a390 features the same

type of autofocus system that the a380 had, although it has been improved to even greater levels of
accuracy. the a390 will also use the same highly sensitive eye-start autofocus system as the a380,
and the same sony cmos image sensor, that has a new anti-dust system that keeps the camera's

shutter free of dust and sand. at the rear of the camera there are a set of sd card slots. the standard
memory card slot (slightly smaller than the ones found on many cameras) accepts secure digital

cards (sd), which can record still photos as large as 6,976 x 4,400 pixels, video as large as 2,746 x
1,891 pixels and write as much as 4 gb of data to a single card. the second sd card slot uses the
memory stick duo format, which allows you to record video as large as 4,863 x 2,746 pixels and
write as much as 2 gb of data to a single card. there is also a new dedicated video button on the
back of the a390, which controls the camera's video recording. when activated, the camera will

automatically switch to the dedicated mode, which will record video in the xavc format. the a390 has
support for the i-frame, mpeg-4 avc, and mpeg-4 vc-1 video standards. it is also capable of recording

in a range of different frame rates up to 30fps, allowing you to capture action and slow motion
footage in high definition.
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the d-390's monitor, though, is disappointing. its tiny, 1.8-inch screen is barely more than adequate
for live view shooting, but its resolution is low, at 160 x 120 pixels. the lcd lacks a live histogram so
setting exposure is much more difficult, and if you shoot raw it will crop off the bottom of the image.

(the d-390 does a passable job of rendering raw images in-camera, though at the expense of
sharpness.) the lcd lacks a viewfinder for live view shooting, though you can see through it for

composing, if you buy the optional viewfinder eyepiece. but the a390's top and rear panels do not
provide any other options in this regard, so if you need a viewfinder this camera will be a no-go. the
sony d-390 is outfitted with an exmor aps-c sensor, which we covered in our canon rebel t3i review.

the exmor cmos sensor is a 12-megapixel, backside-illuminated (bsi) chip with a 1.5-micron pixel
pitch. this sensor's surface is much smoother than the nikon 1-series cameras, which makes for

excellent low light performance. the sony d-390's sensor is an excellent choice for anyone looking for
a fast, entry level camera. the camera is capable of fast, accurate autofocus in both single and
continuous shooting modes, and the exposure range is excellent, with iso 100-3200 in 3-stop

increments. in fact, the d-390 can be used from iso 100-102400, which offers a very usable iso
12,800! the sony d-390 has three metering modes, including auto, center-weighted average, and

spot metering. in addition, there are settings for white balance, picture mode, af area, white balance,
flash, flash mode, power, and macro mode. 5ec8ef588b
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